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SUMMARY
Aesthetic-functional rehabilitation through single
restorations: immediate load
In this case report of monoedentulia we will deal with the
positioning o fan upper jaw implant in zone 2.6. In such
surgery the strategy of a flapless (1, 2) operation with
minimum invasive approach has allowed u sto combine
both the aesthetic and functionality with an immediate
provisional rehabilitation, thus saving recuperation time
and trouble for the patient (3).
Multidisciplinary character of the execution of this clinical
case is underlined, where we associate the knowleadge
of conservatori of the prosthetic; always maintaining respect for the canons of gnatology which must not be left
out of consideration.

RIASSUNTO
Ripristino estetico funzionale tramite restaurazioni
singole: carico immediato
In questo case report di monoedentulia tratteremo il posizionamento di un impianto nel mascellare superiore in
zona 2.6. In tale chirurgia la strategia di un intervento flapless (1, 2), con approccio minimamente invasivo, ci ha
permesso di abbinare sia l’estetica che la funzione con
una riabilitazione provvisoria immediata, ottenendo cosi
una ottimizzazione dei tempi e dei disagi per il paziente
(3).
Si vuole sottolineare il carattere multidisciplinare dell’esecuzione del caso clinico, dove associamo le conoscenze della conservativa (4) alla protesi, mantenendo
sempre il rispetto dei canoni di gnatologia da cui non è
mai possibile prescindere (5).

Key words: global odontology, flapless surgery, delayed
postextraction implant, immediate prosthetics through
adjoining elemental slots.

Parole chiave: odontoiatria globale, chirurgia flapless,
impianto postestrattivo ritardato, protesizzazione immediata tramite gli slot degli elementi contigui.

Introduction
The correct planification of the treatment is the
most important element for a success full implant
therapy, conventionally bused on the information
gathered through models and x-ray images.
Thus it is necessary to evaluate carefully the bone
quality before the implant insertion to identify the
sites on patients potentially at risk and to optimize
the implant stability and healing time. Among the
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various classifications of bone quality, the most
utilized is that of Lecholm and Zarb (1985) consisting of 4 levels of bone density. On the upper
jaw, as in our clinical case, the bone density is
much reduced in respect to the lower jaw with
consequently minor possibility to ensure an
adeguate primal stability of the fixture, hence o
fan immediate safe stress load.
And lastly as noted (6) in case of acute infection,
there must be a delay or postponement of the implant positioning from extraction, avoiding the use
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of a site potentially infected and not suited for the
inserction or osteointegration of the fixture. In this
specific case, after carefull evaluation of the cronic endoparodontal lesion untreatable by element
2.6, following the extraction by non-traumatic
techniques, it is neverthelless decided to position a
fixture tissue level Straumann postponed by 8
weeks. To optimize healing time, we have chosen
a non-functional immediate provisory, making use
of the slots obtained from the removal of 2 pre-esisting amalgams on adjoining elements. Thus we
obtain a confortable aesthetic restoration and fast
execution.
The criteria chosen by the patient were guided by
the following parameters:
1. The implant – prosthetic rehabilitation is the
chosen treatment.
2. Absence of pathologies that can nullify or invalidate the bone healing.
3. Implant inserted with a tarque larger than 32
Ncm.
4. Presence of soft tissue in stable condition.
5. Absence of severe bruxismo.

Figure 1
Occlusal vision. Evaluation bone- tissue parameter
buccal-palate.

Materials and methods
The utilised implant is a tissue level Straumann
4.8 in diameter, 12 mm in lenth. It has been positioned with the flapless technique (7) with a meccanical opercolator of 3.5 in diameter, in such a
way for post operative pain to be contained and
avoid swelling, thus obtainig a faster healing of
tissues. Having expectede immediate load, we utilizede a standard abutment of 4mm in height, serrated with a torque of 35Ncm, an important index
of primary stability. Conemporaneously, the acetalic resin provisory was positioned and the final
dental imprint was taken for the realization of the
inlays and of the definitive gold porcelain crown.

Clinical case
We come to observe a young healthy patient, a non
smoker who has requested to restore in an aesthetic function (8) his left upper jaw, at the level of the
first molar (2.6) (Fig. 1), a tooth lost because o fan
endo-parodontal lesion that is untreatable (Fig. 2).
Having passed the period necessary for the healing
of the alveolus or tooth-socket, we examine the
bone characteristics of the surgical site that shows

Figure 2
2.6 element damaged to endo-parodontal lesion.
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quantitatively and qualitatively (type 1) (Fig. 3)
such a to allow a mini-invasive (9) implant approach and immediate load (10,11). Thus we
chose to insert with the flapless technique (Figs. 4,
5) a Straumann fixture of 4.8 mm in diameter and
12mm in length (Figs. 6, 7, 8).
The elimination of the borders allow for maintainance of ecellent vascolarization, allowing both
the preservation of the pre-existing architectural
tissue and a better healing, tanks to the integrity of
the periosteo. It also minimizes in a clear way the
post-operative morbility. The second pre-molar
(2.5) and the second molar (2.7) show, at the level

Figure 5
Minimun cat of gum.

Figure 3
Removed 2.6, obtained healing of the implant site.

Figure 6
The last milling cutter diameter 4.2 at 14mm depth.

Figure 4
Mechanical opercolator and inlay preparation after
amalgam removal.

Figure 7
Insertion of fixture 4.8 in diameter 12 mm.
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to the fixture and annul the marginal forces that,
following a rotational action, results in damage in
the initial fase of osteointegration (Fig. 10).
At a second monent, but of the sama sitting, we
proceed with the final and definitive imprint both
of the abutment (standard 4mm) using the
“closed” technique with a rack and relative transfer, and of the cavity for the inlay (Figs. 11, 12).
Than we proceed to the registration of the occluded ties and the lifting of the facial arch, indispensabile for the transfer to the odontotechnician (14)
the information necessary for the finalization of
the laboratori fase.
Upon isolation with a rubber dam, we proceed

Figure 8
Rx Check.

of the adjoining dental surface in the surgical site,
second class restorations in amalgam, that, in the
precicts of restoration and aesthetics in the quadrant in question, we shall substitute it with two inlays (12) in composite (13) for which we will proceed to an adeguate preparation of the cavity (Fig.
9). We will decide, therfore to use the remaining
slots from the dismantling of the pre-existing reconstruction as ulterior anchorage for the provisory, with clear advantages of mecanic nature in the
ditribution of the load force on the newly positioned implant. The presence of the 2 rests at the
provisory level in fact guarantees the distribution
of masticator loads with adjoining dental elements
Figure 10
View of the well finished provisory.

Figure 9
Removed fixture carrier. Complete occlusal vision.

Figure 11
View restoration space.
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Figure 14
Vestibular accommodation of transfer.

Figure 12
Imprint with inlays and abutment.

with the cementation of 2 inlays in composite
(Fig. 13). Following this is the crown test (15)
(Figs. 14, 15, 16) and the complete evaluation of
the centric rapports, lateral and protrusive (Figs.
17, 18) of the entire restoration. Lastly, we cement
the crown in gold-porcelain on the implant (Figs.
19, 20).
What has been descrived here demonstrates the
muliplicity of aspects to be taken in consideration
in the tratment of this cases, that even if of no particolar complexity, require however the consideration of contemporaneous surgical problems, prosthetics and conservation. Among these merit in
particolar:

Figure 13
Cementation of inlays.
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Figure 15
Soft tissue form around the implant.

Figure 16
Occlusal view of the quadrant.
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Figure 17
Laterality muvment (canine guide).

Figure 20
Prosthetic restoration, vestibular view.

1. Evaluation of implant site (16).
2. Evaluation of soft and hard tissues (17).
3. Thorough Study of x-ray images and investigations.
4. Carefull observation of adjacent dental elements.
5. Thorough study of centric and functional guides
(18).
6. Correct timing.

Conclusion

Figure 18
Protrusive.

The correct planification of the treatment is the
most important element for succesfull therapy.
In conclusion, only a global vision of odontology
often allows one to facilitate the ansuers to solution that need multidisciplinary odontologicactions and proceedings. A similar approach obviously translates in a noteworthy advantage for the
patient that can benefit from a less invasive operation, in less time with immediate satisfaction for
the aesthetic element
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